PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Caglia Environmental: Your School’s Recycling
and Sustainability Partner for 80+ Years
Caglia Environmental Companies take the lead in eco-friendly education in the Valley.

S

ustainability: We’ve all heard the
word, but what does it mean?
Sustainability is the buzzword
in environmental conservation and it
is based on the principle that good
ecological health results from all of us
taking care of our planet now, and for
generations to come. At Industrial Waste
& Salvage and Redrock Environmental
Group, Caglia Environmental Companies,
we believe a healthy San Joaquin Valley
results from the responsible stewardship
of our Valley’s natural environment,
beginning with our most valuable
resource: our children.

The Caglia Environmental Companies’
sustainability mission stems from the roots of
our founder, Frank Caglia, who came with

Bales of recycled commodities ready for transformation into new products.

his family from Italy as a young boy, settling
in Fresno in the early 1920s. Beginning in
1941, many years before recycling was a
recognized principle, Frank was “salvaging,”
reclaiming from his Orange Avenue Landfill
anything that could be reused. From those
early days, Industrial Waste & Salvage,
the Redrock Environmental Group and the
Caglia family have made it a primary goal
of their companies to educate the Valley’s
children, through our collaboration with
local schools and educators, to recycle
and thus preserve our San Joaquin Valley’s
land, air and water. Sustainability isn’t just
a buzzword at the Caglia Environmental
Companies, it is a central philosophy in
the daily operations of our businesses, and
in our efforts to educate our Valley’s most
precious resource: its children.
Our educational presentation is an engaging
and enlightening half-hour program
designed and customized to suit the needs
of each audience and age group served

by the Caglia Environmental Companies.
Young people will learn about innovative
and sustainable recycling methods and
projects. Adults in the business and
professional world will benefit from Caglia
Environmental staff and management
who are knowledgeable and experienced
at helping multi-family properties, large
businesses, and governmental organizations
meet compliance requirements of AB
341, the State of California’s Mandatory
Commercial Recycling law. Contact us for
a recycling audit and workshop for your
school, business or community organization.
Industrial Waste & Salvage, Redrock
Environmental Group and all the Caglia
Environmental Companies are your local
leaders in recycling, sustainability practices
and education in Central California.
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Children spend seven-plus hours in
class each school day from the ages of
5 to 18, with Industrial Waste & Salvage
and Redrock Environmental Group often
there, presenting them with educational
workshops and materials designed to mesh
seamlessly with their grade-appropriate
science curriculum. Caglia Environmental
Companies partner with school teachers,
administrators and staff to make your child’s
school a leader in diverting as much waste
as possible away from landfills and into
recycling, where those used products can
be reclaimed and transformed into new
commodities, for use in consumer markets
all over the world, including our Valley. Every
day that children toss used paper, plastic
bottles and glass into an Industrial Waste &
Salvage or Redrock Environmental Group
recycling bin instead of the trash, they are
participating in a sustainability effort that will
lead to a cleaner, healthier Valley.

